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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

The seminar venue
Berlaymont Building
Room "Jean Monnet"
Rue de la Loi 200
B-1049 Brussels

Airport transfer
A taxi from the airport will cost you about 35€ and takes 20-30 minutes. Licensed taxis are recognisable by the blue and yellow emblem.

You can also take the Airport Express bus n° 12. The bus station is located one floor down from the arrival zone. The bus leaves from Zaventem Airport three times an hour and takes you directly to the Schuman roundabout (+/- 25 minutes).

The train station is located below the terminal at level "-1". Four trains each hour connect the airport with the stations "Brussels North", "Brussels Central" and "Brussels South".

Local transport
From "Brussels North" (Bruxelles Gare du Nord):
Take Tram line 55 or 56 in the direction "Bourse/Beurs"
Change at "De Brouckère"
Take metro line 1A or 1B in the direction "Hermann Debroux" or "Stockel/Stokkel"
Get off at 4th stop "Schuman"

From "Brussels Central" (Bruxelles Central)
Take metro line 1A or 1B in the direction "Hermann Debroux" or "Stockel/Stokkel"
Get off at 4th stop "Schuman"

From "Brussels South" (Bruxelles Midi/Zuid)
Take metro line 2 in the direction "Simonis"
Change at "Art-Loi/Kunst-Wet"
Take metro line 1A or 1B in the direction "Hermann Debroux" or "Stockel/Stokkel"
Get off at 2nd stop "Schuman"
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